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Quick learner, prototyper, open-source lover.
I have deep experience in designing document editing tools, and good
knowledge of Javascript and Browser APIs.

Work

KO GmbH | august 2012 - present

Worked on WebODF and related projects. Co-authored a document
editing engine in Javascript from scratch, and designed a rich-text
collaborative word processor, as an alternative to Google Docs, which
is something that no other open source project does to this extent.
Also worked with ownCloud to create the core Documents
application using this work.

SETI Institute | april - august 2011

Worked under Dr. Gerry Harp. Coding, improving, and open-sourcing
exploratory DSP algorithms in C for the SETI Search.
This was a Google Summer of Code internship.

KDE | april - august 2010

Wrote the C++ face detection/recognition library libface on top of
OpenCV, and used that to implement auto-tagging of faces in
digiKam, KDE's photo organizer application.
This was a Google Summer of Code internship.

Projects / Open Source Contributions

WebODF | realtime collaborative editing library in js

WebODF is a purely client-side javascript library to display and edit
OpenDocument Format documents in browsers without any plugins.
It uses modern HTML5 and CSS features for rendering.

I started as the 2nd developer and wrote a number of features,
including the first text editing operations, annotations, zooming, style
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manipulation, text selection, metadata, edit history, editing support
for touchscreens, and pinch-zoom-pan, all in Javascript.

Also wrote significant parts of the Operational Transformation logic
for realtime collaborative editing used by ownCloud Documents. 

I created the Editor application that comes with WebODF, and also
the embeddable Viewer that later became the ViewerJS product.
Naturally, I love this project, so I blog about my work.

Awwation | prezi clone in html5, svg, javascript

A Prezi-like zooming presentation editor written as a fork of SVG-
edit, that works 100% client-side.
Written in college as a fun project to teach myself Javascript and
expermient with modern browser technologies.
This was made as an open source alternative to Prezi which used
flash. It generates SVG files that contain javascript and can be played
in a browser.

Skills

Currently, I chiefly code in Javascript.

I am acquainted with major modern libraries/frameworks, but
when writing browser applications, am not handicapped
without them.
Coming from the 'native software' world, I tend to write web
applications with the same discipline as one would exercise with
C++ codebases - I swear by the closure compiler.
I am just as productive with unsugared javascript and standard
browser APIs - I won't find an excuse to use jQuery libraries in
the project for every new feature unless absolutely necessary.

Languages

Javascript
C/C++
bash

Frameworks/Toolkits/Technologies used

NodeJS
jQuery
Backbone
Dojo
Closure Toolkit (the library and the compiler)
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Qt
OpenCV
MongoDB

For working on projects I prefer to use Vim, git, fish, cmake.

Education

DA-IICT | autumn 2008 - april 2012

B.Tech in Information and Communication Technology, majoring in
Computer Science courses.

Etc

I advocate data privacy, am a big supporter of unhosted web apps, and
a big opposer of the NSA and other totalitarian appratuses. Nearly all
of my code has been open source.
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